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Managed Digital Screen Advertising

KJL offer a highly versatile display solution, perfect for digital advertising; bringing together 
real-time data displays and noticeboards; interactive touchscreen application; and live TV.

Try it out - for FREE!
Testing is free for 30 
days if you decide to 
purchase the solution, 
otherwise there is a small 
cost associated with 

administration.

Create fully customised displays with multiple data feeds
The Sedao image flyer solution is designed to allow for full flexibility in regards 
to setup and use. It can be used for advertising, multimedia sharing, to share 
data feeds publicly (such as traffic reports or news) and even automate 
delivery of up-to-date information directly imported from other programs. 

Presentation Format
The solution employs a simple but effective format, cycling through 
predefined presentations. The solution can be setup to show different 
presentations at different times, or on different days. Live TV feeds can 
be displayed right next to custom advertising.

What Media does it play?

Running on a Windows® based PC, ImageFlyer 
can play just about every media type including: 

Movies - including AVI,WMV, WMA, MPG, MPEG, 
MPEG4, MOV, FLV, DIVX and more
Images and photos - including BMP, DIB, EMF, GIF, 
ICO, JFIF, JPE, JPEG, JPG, PNG, RLE, TIF, TIFF, WMF.
LiveTV (Freeview receiver required)
RSS feeds
HTML
Flash® (SWF and FLV)
Audio - including WAV, MP3, WMA, MPG, MPEG, MIDI, 
MP2, M4A, AAC, AMR, OGG, AU, AIF
PowerPoint® (Microsoft® licence required)



Are your customers 
getting the message?

User Type Design / Support Price (Monthly)

Self Managed 3 hours £25.00
Half Managed 6 Hours £125.00
Fully managed 12 hours   £275.00    

Simple Pricing
Sedao monthly pricing is 
based on design and ongoing 
support requirements. Shown 
pricing includes initial setup. 

Please note that there is an 
additional one-time cost 
associated with purchasing 
the Sedao Hardware.

Options

Managing Sedao requires only 4 steps.

Sedao: Cloud Edition
The Cloud version of the software is designed to make management 
of large numbers of screens extremely easy. With an online portal, 
users can send the same presentation to different sites. This setup 
suits those who have a regular need to update presentations and are 
focused on consistent brand messaging across various sites. 

Sedao: Touchscreen / Tablet Devices
There are also Touchscreen and tablet devices available, which can 
be used as interactive presentations (with web integration) or as real-
time updated screens. As example might be an online room booking 
system in a school which shows if the room is currently booked out. 

User Type Design / Support Price (Monthly)

Self Managed 3 hours £25.00
Half-Managed 6 Hours £125.00
Fully-Managed 12 hours £275.00  

Simple Pricing
Pricing is set per machine 
and standardised depending 
on design and support 
requirements. Shown price
includes setup but does 
include the cost of the device.

Half-managed includes user training and remote publication assistance. Fully-managed includes user training, design 
consultancy and publication management. Fully-Managed also offers the option for interactive presentations.
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